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Be confident
in the quality of
Crizal® No-Glare Lenses

COMBINE CRIZAL® NO-GLARE
LENSES WITH OTHER
AVAILABLE TECHNOLOGIES
FROM ESSILOR:

Crizal No-Glare lenses have earned
The Skin Cancer Foundation’s Seal
of Recommendation for their safe
and effective protection against UV
radiation. The Seal of Recommendation,
a symbol recognized and trusted
worldwide, is overseen by renowned
dermatologists and granted to
products that meet the Foundation’s
stringent criteria for safe and effective
sun protection.

NO-GLARE LENSES
See life without glare, scratches, or smudges

Light Intelligent Lenses ™
for seamless comfort and
protection in any light

Progressive Lenses
for sharp, natural vision

Enhanced Single Vision Lenses
for comfortable vision

ESSILORUSA.COM

The Good Housekeeping Institute Seal
of Approval certifies that Crizal lenses
have undergone rigorous testing
and are backed by the high-quality
standards of Good Housekeeping.

*Quantitative research conducted among a representative sample of 958 independent ECPs
by CSA in February 2019–France, UK, Germany, Italy, Spain, US, Canada, Brazil, China, India.
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FOR THE CLEAREST
VISION POSSIBLE ™
Simulated image

ORDINARY LENS

Crizal® lenses let you live in total clarity—

Crizal Sapphire ® 360° UV lenses provide the
highest resistance to glare and reflections.(2)
Featuring the Multi-Angular technology
these lenses reduce reflections from all
directions for less distracting glare, better
aesthetics, optimal UV protection, and safer
nighttime driving.

Between sunlight, indoor lighting, and
most digital screens, Harmful Blue Light (3)
surrounds you every day. Help stay protected
with lenses that filter out Harmful Blue Light
while still allowing the beneficial part of blue
light to pass through.

CRIZAL ® NO-GLARE LENS

NEW

KEY BENEFITS:

free from glare, scratches, and smudges.
Moisture and dirt simply wipe away
so you can enjoy everything around you
with a clear view, day or night.
Crizal lenses are also backed by a
2-year warranty,(1) so your satisfaction
is guaranteed.

REDUCES
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RESISTS
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RESISTS
SMUDGES

UV
PROTECTION

CRIZAL® LENSES ARE BEST FOR:
• Everyday wear
• Nighttime driving
• Computer screens and digital device usage
• Everyday UV protection
• Maintaining the durability of your lenses

(1) Lenses are guaranteed for up to two years from original order date from product
failure resulting in atypical scratching or crazing from normal use.

Whether it’s accidental drops, wiping your
lenses with a t-shirt or tissue or losing
your protective cases, life is always tough
on lenses. Make sure your lenses are lifeproof with Crizal® Rock™; lenses that make
scratches and smudges a thing of the past,
with durability like never before (4) !

Ask your Eyecare Professional which
Crizal product is right for you.
(2) In the Crizal range of products
(3) Harmful Blue Light is the blue-violet wavelengths found between 415–455nm on
the light spectrum believed most toxic to retinal cells. Harmful Blue Light protection
only available with Crizal® Prevencia®. Crizal Prevencia No-Glare lenses filter at least
20% of Harmful Blue Light.
(4) External laboratories tests and internal technical tests – vs all previous
generations of Crizal coatings.

